
BODYSCAPES
Ricky Vasan, Shoni Hallock-Martin, Logan Heilman, & Nancy Aleo

Fenway Gallery is proud to present a group of four artists for this exhibition, featuring
the work of artists Logan Heilman, Ricky Vasan, Shoni Hallock-Martin and Nancy
Aleo. On view January 21 - April 15, 2023, with an opening reception on January 21st 1-4pm
and a closing reception April 15th from 1-4pm.



Bodyscapes, an exhibition of artworks by four Boston based artists who either study and/or
work at the Massachusetts College of Art and Design. The exhibit includes three MassArt
students, Ricky Vasan, Shoni Hallock-Martin, curatorial intern Logan Heilman, and professor
Nancy Aleo.
Contemporary views of the figure are explored through paintings, drawings, and collage in the
works of Vasan, Hallock-Martin, and Heilman.
Nancy Aleo believes we are vibrational beings interconnected to all that exists in the universe.
She will present a drawing, and gong soundscape performances as part of the exhibition.
Color, pattern, sound, and vibration are the tools used by the artists.
The title, Bodyscapes, emphasizes the connection between the human body and sound.

Ricky Vasan is a representational painter currently based in Boston Massachusetts. He will
receive his BFA in painting from Massachusetts College of Art & Design. Vasan has been
exhibiting in local galleries in the New England area and has received the George Nick award,
The Rob Moore Grant in painting and recently his painting ‘Two Aliens Share a Beer’ was
awarded best in show for the Cambridge Art Association’s annual National Prize Show. Vasan
draws from his inter-cultural experiences and aims to produce work that speaks to a diverse
audience, he is interested in representing his personal truth on the canvas while taking into
account formal and conceptual considerations derived from the complex history of painting.

Shoni Hallock-Martin is a painter and mixed media artist located in Boston, Massachusetts. She
is 21 and exploring the world of paint, collage, book making, and more during her time at
Massachusetts College of Art and Design, where she will receive her BFA from in the Spring of
2024. Shoni is primarily known for a vibrant color palette and a sense of whimsy and fun in her
work. Her main inspiration this semester has come from self portraits and the colors blue, green
and pink. Additionally, book making has been a side-study for her and something she wishes to
explore further down the road. This is Shoni's first exhibition and she is incredibly excited and
honored to be doing so at the Fenway Gallery!

Logan Heilman, (who sometimes goes by the artist name Morosini) is a queer, feminist artist
and currently a curatorial intern at the Fenway Gallery who works in a variety of mediums but
primarily with paint. She was born and raised on Cape Cod but is currently based in Boston,
Massachusetts. She will receive her BFA in painting from the Massachusetts College of Art and
Design in spring of 2023. Logan recently exhibited at the juried All School Show and the
Haystack Show at MassArt. Her inspiration stems from her environment and the other creatives
she is surrounded by both on Cape Cod and at school. As of recently, Logan has been interested
in the concept of touch and the human body within her paintings while also including the textural
element of hand embroidery.
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Nancy Aleo is a cross-discipline artist with a studio practice ranging from mixed media drawing
and painting, ceramics, to sound works and performances with large resonant gongs, and singing
bowls incorporating Harmonic Therapies. She exhibits nationally, internationally, and maintains
a studio in the Boston area. Personal spiritual practices, along with decades of travel and study in
Mexico inform her work. She has created Gong Soundscapes in Boston Franklin Park responding
to Fujiko Nakaya’s Fog x FLO Ruins climate-response fog sculpture, for the December 1st
Medicine Wheel 24-hr Vigil for AIDS at the Boston Cyclorama, and with the Secret Gong
Orchestra at the Widow Jane Mine, Rosendale, NY. A grant recipient of the Berkshire Taconic
Artist Resource Trust, and twice awarded a Mass Cultural Council grant in Painting. Currently a
professor in the Studio Foundation Department at the Massachusetts College of Art and Design,
Boston.

Bodyscapes will be on view from January 21st through April 15th 2023 at the Fenway Gallery
on Sundays from 12-4pm and by appointment.

Gong soundscapes by Nancy Aleo will be performed during the opening and closing receptions
around 2pm as well as on Sunday, February 26th 2023 at 2pm.

The Fenway Gallery with founding sponsor Samuel & Associates, is a non-profit
exhibition venue showcasing emerging and established artists celebrating the cultural
diversity of the Fenway Arts District.
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